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Abstract—Heat conduction from transistors and interconnects
is a critical design consideration for computing below the 20-nm
milestone. This paper reviews detailed heat generation and transport mechanisms in silicon devices with a focus on the nonequilibrium behavior of electrons and phonons. Fully coupled
and self-consistent ballistic phonon and electron simulations are
developed in order to examine the departure from equilibrium
within the phonon system and its relevance for properly simulating
the electrical behavior of devices. We illustrate the manner in
which nanoscale-transport phenomena are critically important for
a broad variety of low-dimensional silicon-based devices, including
FinFETs and depleted substrate transistors.
Index Terms—CMOS, FinFET, heat, Monte Carlo, multigate, nanoscale, nanotechnology, nonequilibrium, optical phonon,
phonon lifetime, phonons, power, thermal, transistor, transport.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE CONTINUED scaling of transistor dimensions and
spatial density is causing major thermal management
challenges on the chip. Effective removal of heat from the
transistor and interconnect layers will be a growing challenge
to the successful scaling of digital nanotechnologies for the
foreseeable future. Today, thermal management is necessarily
being addressed at all levels of design from the transistor to
the circuit and microarchitecture and to the package and enclosure. While the challenges are growing at all of these levels,
the electrothermal phenomena occurring within transistors are
particularly challenging because of the multicarrier transport
physics involved. Reducing channel lengths Lg in order to
increase packing density and to reduce energy-delay product
[1] has a direct impact on the departure from equilibrium of the
electron and phonon systems within devices, thus increasing
both the complexity and the importance of nanoscale electrothermal phenomena. Transistor-level thermal management
is made more important by the move to thin-body single and
multigate devices that provide an improved control of the
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Fig. 1. Estimated steady-state volumetric power density in the drain of future
thin-body TG, DG, and SG transistors as a function of physical channel
length Lg .

channel electric field. The most promising multigate device
is the FinFET [2] of which numerous derivatives have been
proposed in recent years [3], [4]. While these devices offer
superior subthreshold slopes approaching the theoretical limit
of 60 mV/decade, they exhibit higher thermal resistance than
bulk devices because of geometric confinement by low thermalconductivity materials as well as enhanced phonon-boundary
scattering in the active layers.
The importance of nonequilibrium thermal-transport phenomena owes much to the high power densities per unit
volume in nanodevices, which are continuing to increase despite a gradually reducing operating voltage. Based on simple
volumetric scaling arguments and by considering a modest
rate of reduction in voltage, it can be argued that the power
. This basic trend is
density should be proportional to L−1.7
g
shown in Fig. 1 for sub-20-nm single-gate (SG), double-gate
(DG), and triple-gate (TG) thin-body silicon transistors. The
upper two curves correspond to the International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors [5] values for the TG and DG
devices, and the lower curve represents the scaling set forth in
[1] for the TG, DG, and SG devices. The volumetric power
density of a 20-nm device is on the order of 10 TW/cm3 ,
and a 6-nm device at the end of the roadmap is expected
to increase by one order of magnitude. The calculations assume a uniform current distribution and that heat generation
in the S/D fin extension dominates, as will be discussed in
Section IV.
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This paper focuses on the fundamental heat generation and
transport mechanisms in silicon devices and shows why the
nanoscale and nonequilibrium thermal phenomena are being
factored into device technology decisions. This paper is organized into four main sections. Sections II and III deal
with the detailed electron transport and the generation and
transport of heat at length and time scales less than 100 nm
and 10 ps, respectively. In Section IV, we close the transport loop by describing efficient simulation techniques for
coupling the heat and charge transport, which is an essential
requirement to understand the thermal impact on electrical
characteristics in future devices. In Section V, we use the
results of Sections II–IV to understand the implications of
nonequilibrium coupled charge–heat transport at nanometer
length scales and their impact on leakage power, electrical
drive current, and reliability. Additionally, we address the
topics of anomalous temperature rise near nanometer-scale
heat sources as well as the issue of hot optical phonons in
silicon, both topics being heavily debated over the past two
decades.
II. HEAT GENERATION
Within the transistor, thermal energy is predominantly stored
and transported by the vibrational modes of the lattice, or
phonons, of the semiconducting material. Heat generation is
the result of electrons transferring their excess energy gained
from the electric field to the phonon population by means of
scattering. To model the details of the heat-generation process,
we use an electron Monte Carlo simulator (e-MC) developed
by Pop et al. [6] and later modified by Rowlette et al. [7].
While the models are summarized here, the reader is referred
to the original works as well as a large body of work describing
the general Monte Carlo technique [8], [9]. The e-MC code
employs a six-valley, analytic, nonparabolic, single conductionband model described by [8]
Ek (1 + αEk ) =

2  (ki − kνi )2
,
2me i
m∗νi
i = x, y, z, and ν = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 6. (1)

The effective mass m∗νi is along the direction index i for valley
ν, and the nonparabolicity factor α is taken to be 0.5 eV−1 for
silicon. The valleys are centered at the six equivalent (2π/a)
[0.85, 0, 0] points within the first Brillouin Zone (BZ). The
analytic electron-band structure is shown in Fig. 2 (red) along
with (blue) an accurate full-band (FB) model [10]. The density
of states (DOS) for the analytic band closely matches that for
the FB description below about 1.5 eV [6]. Since gate voltages
are not expected to rise above 1 V for future nanotransistor
technologies, the analytic nonparabolic band (NPB) provides
reasonable accuracy while achieving a significant reduction in
computational cost compared with the more accurate FB codes
[11]–[13]. By reducing the complexity of the electron-band
model, the e-MC program is able to efficiently incorporate
a more detailed dispersion-relation model for both acoustic
and optical phonons for computing scattering probabilities and

Fig. 2. (Top) Electron-band structure for silicon which is computed using
(blue) an empirical tight-binding parameter set [11] and (red) a single sixvalley analytic nonparabolic electron band [10] used in this paper. (Bottom)
Phonon dispersion for silicon which is computed using (blue) a VFF model
[12] compared with (red) an isotropic model using simple quadratics [8], as
used in this paper.

energy- and crystal-momentum-conserving final states. The
dispersion for each polarization branch s is modeled by a
quadratic relation given by ωq,s = ω0s + ν s q + cs q 2 , where q
is the wave-vector magnitude along an arbitrary direction in
the crystal [6]. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows (red) the
isotropic dispersion relation for silicon for directions of high
symmetry along with a FB phonon dispersion calculated using a
six-parameter empirical valence-force-field (VFF) model [14].
The quadratic parameters used in the e-MC simulations here
were optimized to fit the dispersion relation along 100 directions [6].
In addition to elastic ionized impurity scattering, both intravalley and intervalley phonon scattering are treated inelastically.1 The intervalley scattering is modeled by three g-type
(equivalent valley) and three f -type (nonequivalent valley)
transitions, both of which are Umklapp (U ) processes [15]. The
g-type phonons are directed along 100 and are located at
(2π/a) [0.3, 0, 0] and at equivalent points within the BZ,
whereas the f -type phonon is directed 11◦ off the 100 equivalent directions at (2π/a) [1, 0.15, 0.15] and at equivalent points
within the BZ. To enable the isotropic phonon-dispersion assumption, the f -type phonons are considered to be directed
along 100 and positioned at the edge of the BZ at the X
point [6].
Electron–phonon scattering is treated in the standard way
using Fermi’s Golden Rule. The forms of the scattering rates
1 Unlike in early Monte Carlo codes, all phonon scattering processes, including the intravalley acoustic scattering, are treated inelastically. This is important
because an appreciable amount of the heat is generated in small wave-vector
acoustic modes, even at large power densities.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF ELECTRON- AND PHONON-TRANSPORT-MODEL PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATIONS DISCUSSED IN THIS PAPER

for both the intravalley acoustic and the intervalley acoustic and
optical scattering are, respectively [6]



2
Da,s
md
1
1 1
(2a)
Γi =
Nq,s + ∓
I 2 q 3 dq
4πρ2 ks
ωq,s
2 2 q
q


π∆2if Zf
1 1
Γif =
Nq,s + ∓
gdf (Ek ± ωq,s ). (2b)
2ρωq,s
2 2
The values for the effective intravalley and intervalley deformation potentials Da and ∆if used in this paper are reported in
Table I. The upper and lower signs correspond to absorption
and emission processes, respectively, throughout this paper.
Nq,s is the average phonon occupation number given by the
Bose–Einstein (B–E) distribution Nq,s = [exp(ωq,s /kB T ) −
1]−1 at equilibrium. Under nonequilibrium conditions, Nq,s
must be determined by solving the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE), which will be discussed in the subsequent sections.
The present calculations employ the multivalley NPB model
because of its computational simplicity and do not attempt to
resolve the specific limitations of this approximate method.
However, we must caution the reader that the set of phonon
deformation potentials used in this paper (Table I) is not unique
and that a wide range of values have been reported over the past
three decades (cf. [6] and [16]). FB models typically yield lower
(∼2–3x) phonon deformation potentials due to the differences
in the electron-phonon joint DOS (JDOS). We will further
discuss the potential shortcomings of making the NPB model
approximation in Section V.

The local volumetric heat-generation rate Q ( r ) (in watts
per cubic centimeter) is equal to the energy-weighted difference
of emitted (ems) and absorbed (abs) phonons times the ratio of

the electron density ne ( r ) to the number of simulated electrons
Nsim (typically, 10 000) divided by the simulation time-interval
step ∆t [17], [18]


Q (r) =


q,s


ne ( r )   ems
abs 
 .
ωq,s −ωq,s
Qq,s ( r ) =
r
Nsim ∆t q,s
(3)




field and for various doping conditions by Pop et al. [17]. At
low fields, the heat generation is restricted to the intravalley
acoustic modes as the electrons do not have sufficient energy
to transfer between the valleys. At intermediate fields, sharp
peaks centered around the signature g- and f -type phonons
are observed. At higher fields, the emission spectrum broadens about each of the intervalley peaks as a result of the
finite phonon dispersion which leads to a gradual relaxation
of the k-conservation rule associated with the f - and g-type
phonons.
III. PHONON TRANSPORT
The electron system cools in the drain end of the transistor
through net phonon emission. The phonon population then
proceeds to evolve in a manner which tends to bring the phonon
population back toward the equilibrium B–E distribution. This
evolution of the phonon distribution can be described by a
phonon BTE. Scattering mechanisms include phonon–phonon
(p–p), phonon–electron (p–e), phonon–impurity/vacancy (p–i),
and phonon–boundary (p–b) types. In this paper, we use a
split-flux form of the phonon BTE (p-SFBTE) introduced
by Sinha et al. [19] to describe the phonon transport. The
p-SFBTE was derived under the relaxation-time approximation and ensures macroscopic energy conservation. It captures
ballistic phonon conduction near the transistor hotspot and
also yields a convenient interface to continuum calculations
(i.e., diffusive conduction) far from the hotspot. In effect,
the phonon distribution is split into two populations. The
first is a near-equilibrium component Nq,s (TF ) which has
the B–E distribution corresponding to a temperature TF that
obeys Fourier’s heat conduction law. The second population
nq,s is a nonequilibrium departure component, which dominates the transport near the hotspot and is determined by
solving the phonon BTE in the relaxation-time approximation
given by
νq,s · ∇r nq,s = −

nq,s
+ ṅq,s .
τq,s

(5)

Here, we define the modal volumetric heat-generation rate as


ne ( r )  ems
abs 
 .
Qq,s ( r ) ≡
ωq,s − ωq,s
r
Nsim ∆t




(4)

The frequency spectrum of net-emitted phonons for both bulk
and strained silicon was computed as a function of electric

Here, νq,s , τq,s , and ṅq,s ( r ) are the modal group velocity,
lifetime, and source term (in numbers per second), respectively,

for a phonon of mode q and branch s. ṅq,s ( r ) is determined
from the e-MC simulation output and is directly related to the

modal volumetric heat-generation rate Qq,s ( r ) given by (4)
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through a division by the number of phonon states per unit
volume g(ωq,s )∆ω


Qq,s ( r )
.
ṅq,s ( r ) =
ωq,s g(ωq,s )∆ω


(6)

Once nq,s is determined, macroscopic energy conservation is
used to determine TF based on
1
(2π)3





↔
nq,s ( r )


ωq,s d q + k ·∇2r TF ( r ) = 0.
τq,s

(7)

↔

Here, k is the thermal-conductivity tensor, which for thin films
can be appropriately modified to account for increased boundary scattering.2 The boundary scattering becomes important if
the smallest dimension of a material domain is comparable to
the mean-free-path (Λ) of a phonon mode, which is given by the
product of the modal group velocity and lifetime (Λq,s = νq,s ·
τq,s ) [20], [21]. For LA modes, which conduct most of the heat,
Λ is on the order of 100 nm near room temperature. However,
for the optical phonons, Λ < 10 nm, and therefore, only in
ultrathin films or inversion layers will the boundary scattering
play an important role in the optical phonon transport.
→
→
Once Nq,s (TF ( r )) and nq,s ( r ) have been determined from
(5) and (7), an effective temperature Teﬀ can be defined by
equating the total energy density at a particular location to that
for an equivalent B–E-distributed population and by integrating
over the appropriate polarization branches and wave-vector
space according to (8)

1 

Nq,s (Teﬀ )ωq,s d q
(2π)3 s

1 

(Nq,s (TF ) + nq,s ) ωq,s d q . (8)
=
3
(2π) s
If we restrict the integration to a particular polarization branch,
then we obtain an effective branch temperature. If we further
restrict the integration to include only a single wave vector
and a branch, then we obtain an effective temperature for a
single mode at ωq,s .3 The use of an effective temperature is
merely a convenient means for communicating the degree to
which a particular segment of the phonon population deviates
from the equilibrium. Ultimately, what matters is the modal
occupation number since this determines the strength of the
scattering processes through (2).
The transient form of the p-SFBTE can also be found in
[19]. In that work, Sinha et al. examined the important issue of
2 It is important to recognize that while the phonon-boundary scattering can
reduce the effective thermal conductivity of thin films, this additional scattering
mechanism may not necessarily force the phonon system farther from the
equilibrium. On the contrary, the additional scattering may serve to allow the
local phonon system to more closely approximate the B–E distribution at a
given temperature. In contrast, the introduction of specific phonon modes due
to the electron scattering is inherently disruptive to the phonon-distribution
function and can cause a severe departure from the equilibrium.
3 In this limit, we are essentially determining the appropriate temperature
that, when included in the argument of the B–E distribution function for
a given frequency, will produce the appropriate occupation number in the
nonequilibrium condition.
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phonon population buildup between successive clock cycles using a typical phonon-generation spectrum calculated by Monte
Carlo simulations. They concluded that the optical phonon lifetimes were sufficiently short to prevent phonon accumulation
from cycle to cycle for typical operating frequencies. Although
the transient problem is important, we will continue to focus our
attention on the steady-state solutions within this paper. We now
turn our attention to the determination of the modal lifetimes τ
which are essential for capturing the transport physics of the
microscopic system.
Empirically determined phenomenological scattering rates
(τ ∼ 1/Γ) for the acoustic phonons for each type of scattering
mechanism were discussed extensively in [22]. The forms of
the equations are based on the early works of Klemens [23],
Callaway [24], and Holland [25] and arise from limiting forms
of the BTE and the assumption of an isotropic dispersion
relation. The general forms for normal (N ) and Umklapp (U )
phonon–phonon (p–p) as well as phonon–impurity/defect (p–i)
scattering rates for acoustic phonons are summarized in
2 3
ΓLA
p−p,N = AN,LA ω T

(9a)

ΓTA
p−p,N

(9b)

ΓTA
p−p,U
Γp−i

4

= AN,TA ωT

AU,TA / sinh(ω/kB T );
=
0;
= (AδM + AδR )ω 4

ω 1 < ω < ω2
ω < ω1

(9c)
(9d)

where the set of A coefficients is taken to be independent of
frequency and temperature. The best known values for these
coefficients, along with the frequency parameters ω1 and ω2
appearing in (9c) for the TA Umklapp scattering, are listed in
Table I. In (9d), the coefficients AδM and AδR correspond to
the impurity scattering caused by mass differences and local
lattice distortion, respectively, and are both taken to be proportional to the impurity concentration.
The thermal energy is transported out away from the transistor hotspot primarily through low-energy acoustic modes which
have group velocities between 5000 and 9000 m/s in silicon.
However, as was shown in [17], a significant amount of the
thermal energy (as much as 2/3)4 is initially stored in the optical
phonon modes which have group velocities less than about
1000 m/s. Thermal conduction, therefore, has the potential to
be impeded locally as a result of the additional energy decay
step required for optical modes to decay into the acoustic
modes. Many researchers have cited the potential of an energy
bottleneck arising from a relatively long relaxation time for
optical phonons compared with the electron–phonon scattering
time (∼100 fs) [26]. Such an intermediate decay process is
believed to set an upper limit on the frequency performance
for some important III–V quantum-well optoelectronic devices
[27]. The lifetimes of the optical modes are therefore very
important parameters in understanding nonequilibrium heat
conduction near the transistor hotspot. In particular, the g-type
4 In this paper, we find that ∼2/3 of the energy is dissipated by optical phonon
modes with the remaining energy going into the acoustic modes. The FB MC
codes, which compute the individual matrix elements using pseudopotential
theory, have shown that the situation is reversed with the acoustic modes
receiving the ∼2/3 majority of the thermal energy.
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longitudinal-optical (g-LO) phonon decay rate is thought to
play an important role in the nonequilibrium energy relaxation
in the drain of silicon-based transistors and in determining the
onset of hot phonon effects [19], [26], [28]. This is because of
its strong coupling with high-energy electrons5 and its relatively
low-modal heat capacity as determined by the inverse of its
group velocity. However, despite the importance of the decay
processes of the g-LO phonon, among others, few researchers
have attempted to calculate the lifetime or to illuminate the
decay channels available to this mode (cf. [29]). One of the
main reasons for this is that the g-LO phonon is not optically active like the zone-center Raman active LO–TO mode (R-LTO).
Furthermore, because of the reduced symmetry of the g-LO
mode, simulations of these phonons require large supercells
and, therefore, extensive computational resources. Sinha et al.
[30] recently performed detailed molecular-dynamic (MD) simulations of the g-LO phonon wavepackets. The key results from
that work were that normal three-phonon processes dominated
in the relaxation process and that the primary decay channels
were of LO → LA + TA type. Despite the complexity and rigor
of the MD simulations, a subtle limitation in the choice of
interatomic potentials was that they do not reproduce the exact
harmonic eigen frequencies of the Si crystal. Hence, the decay
channels described in that work are necessarily different than
what can occur in Si. To provide additional insight into the
physics of the decay process for an arbitrary optical phonon
mode in silicon, and particularly the g-LO phonon, we calculate
the density of final states6 g2 (ω, ω0 − ω) for pairs of phonons


which conserve both energy (ωs0 ( q 0 ) = ωs1 ( q 1 ) + ωs2 ((q2 ))

where U is the third-order matrix element. We retain only thirdorder processes in which the initial phonon decays into tow
lower energy modes, a reasonable approximation considering
the phonon dispersion relation for silicon [31].
Using a tetrahedral BZ integration method [32]–[35], we
calculate g2 (ω, ω0 − ω) for various initial LO phonon modes
along Γ−X (including the R-LTO mode, the g-LO mode, and
approximately the f -LO mode, as discussed in Section II)
by integrating over the entire BZ using the FB phonon dispersion relation in Fig. 2 [14].8 We restrict our calculations







and crystal momenta ( q 0 = q 1 +(q2 + G) for an optical phonon

with initial wave vector q 0 and branch index s0 . This “finalstate spectrum” for the three-phonon processes arises naturally
from third-order anharmonic perturbation theory as applied to
the calculation of the energy-relaxation time for a single mode.
Such calculations were rigorously performed using density
functional theory (DFT) for the R-LTO mode of silicon by
Debernardi et al. [31]. The expression for the transition rate
under the assumption that only three-phonon processes are
present is given by7
 

 2



q 0 , q 1 , q 2 

Γ ω s0 ( q 0 ) ∝
U s0 , s1 , s2 
 
q 1 , q 2 ,s1 ,s2



×

N ωs1 ( q 1 ) + N (ωs2 ((q2 )) + 1




ωs0 ( q 0 )ωs1 ( q 1 )ωs2 ((q2 )




× δ ωs0 ( q 0 ) − ωs1 ( q 1 ) − ωs2 ((q2 )

(10)

5 The exact strength of the coupling, as determined by the deformation
potential, is controversial. The FB MC codes have yielded values of about a
factor of two lower than the results used in this paper but are still of the same
order of magnitude.
6 The subscript reminds us that the DOS is for phonon pairs with energies E
and E0 − E.
7 Summing over the third-order matrix elements over all normal modes yields








an additional delta function of the form q 0 = q 1 + q 2 + G, where G is a
reciprocal lattice vector. The delta functions appearing in (10) explicitly and
implicitly constrain the summation over the BZ to include only the pairs of
phonons which satisfy the energy- and momentum-conservation relations.



to normal processes, i.e., G= 0. Fig. 3 shows the results of
the calculations for the LO phonons with initial wave vectors

of q 0 = (2π/a) [0, 0, α], where α = 0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 1.0,
which are labeled as (a)–(e), respectively. The single-phonon
DOS function g(ω) for silicon is superimposed on top of the
g2 (ω, ω0 − ω) plot for the R-LTO mode for easy comparison.
We now point out several key features in these plots. First,
g2 (ω, ω0 − ω) is always even with respect to ω = ω0 /2. The
monotonic red shift in ω0 /2 seen in going from (a) to (e) is
a consequence of the LO dispersion along Γ−X. Second, we
see that g2 (ω, ω0 − ω) is strongly peaked at regions where both
g(ω) and g(ω0 − ω) have comparable strength. This is why
combinations of low- and high-frequency modes contribute
negligibly to g2 (ω, ω0 − ω) in silicon despite the very large
g(ω) at high frequencies. Finally, we point out the relatively
weak central peak around ω0 /2 for the R-LTO mode. This is
the so-called “Klemens channel” [36]. As shown in Fig. 3,
this channel has a relatively small g2 (ω, ω0 − ω), and hence,
it should not dominate in the decay for the R-LTO mode unlike
Klemens’ initial postulation. These results are consistent with
the work of Debernardi et al. [31].9
Because of the stated importance of the g-LO phonon, we
examine its g2 (ω, ω0 − ω) spectrum more closely in the bottom
panel of Fig. 3. We identify four dominant final-state phonon
pairs, which are labeled as 1–4, respectively, and their representative wave vectors and energies are summarized in Table II.
For each of these pairs, we observe only combinations of the
form LO → LA + TA which is consistent with the detailed
MD calculations of [30].
Finally, we take our calculations one step further and estimate the intrinsic phonon lifetime for each of the modes shown
in Fig. 6 as a function of temperature. We do so by computing
(12) and assuming the third-order matrix elements to be a
constant equal to U0 which we fit to the Raman linewidth data
of [37]. After obtaining U0 for the R-LTO mode, we apply this
same factor to the remaining modes of interest and compute the
lifetime as a function of temperature. These results are shown
in Fig. 4. The inset of Fig. 4 shows the R-LTO linewidth as
8 We note that only for the R-LTO mode that we would be able to take
advantage of the full symmetry of the crystal to reduce the size of the
calculation; for a phonon of arbitrary initial wave vector, integrations must
be performed over the entire BZ. However, in our analysis, we restrict our
calculations to the LO phonons with an initial wave vector falling along the
Γ−X direction which allows us to reduce the volume of the integration by a
factor of 1/8 of the BZ compared with 1/48 for the irreducible wedge.
9 We made similar calculations for diamond and found that the Klemens
channel is a dominant decay pathway, which is also consistent with the results
of [31].
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power densities, this lifetime is expected to decrease on account
of higher phonon occupation. The temperature dependence of
the lifetimes arises from the occupation factors in (10) which
are given by the B–E distribution at equilibrium. For the nonequilibrium conditions, it is straightforward to compute these
lifetimes provided that we know the appropriate nonequilibrium
occupation factors to apply.10
IV. FULLY COUPLED ELECTRON–PHONON TRANSPORT

Fig. 3. g2 (E, E0 − E) for an LO phonon of initial energy E0 and wave
vector directed along Γ−X at the points (2π/a) [0, 0, α], where α = 0, 0.3,
0.5, 0.7, and 1.0 (labeled (a)–(e), respectively), decaying into two lower energyand crystal-momentum-conserving normal modes of energies E and E0 − E.
The single-phonon DOS g(E) is shown in light blue for reference on top of
(a). (Bottom) Zoomed-in view of the g2 (E, E0 − E) spectrum for the g-LO
(α = 0.3) phonon. The vertical axes are in arbitrary units.

calculated using our semiempirical method which is compared
with the more rigorous calculations of [31] and the experimental data of [37]. Our results are within 10% of the experimental
data over a range of nearly 0 K–700 K using the single fit
parameter U0 . The success of this calculation supports the
conclusion that the third-order matrix-element magnitudes are
only weakly dependent on the wave vector. From these results,
we see that the g-LO mode is estimated to be around 8.5 ps
near 0 K and reduces to about 5 ps at room temperature. Over
any operating temperature typical of integrated circuits, the
g-LO lifetime is seen to be about twice that of the R-LTO
mode but is still of the same order of magnitude. At high

To model the effects of self-heating in a transistor, the
electron and phonon systems must be fully coupled together. It
is not sufficient for the electron–phonon scattering to be simply
included in an electron-transport model since the phonons that
are generated during the simulation are not “sensed” by the
simulated electrons. There needs to be a way to feed the updated occupation numbers back into the calculation of the e–p
scattering rates. Furthermore, the phonons generated during
the simulation must be allowed to propagate and decay as
they would in a real device, as discussed in Section III. The
complexity and magnitude of such a task has prevented truly
rigorous solutions of the coupled transport physics at such
length and time scales. Various approximations in either the
electron or phonon models are typically necessary to make the
problem tractable. In [38]–[40], either moments of the phonon
BTE or the use of a ballistic-diffusive form of the BTE using
major simplifications in the electron and phonon dispersions
was performed. Lake and Datta [41] used a nonequilibrium
Green’s function formalism to study a detailed energy transfer
between the electrons and the phonons in a mesoscopic diode.
As discussed briefly in [7] and [42], we have chosen to fully
couple the electron and phonon populations by combining the
e-MC technique described in Section II with the p-SFBTE
described in Section III and by solving the two transport
problems in sequential iteration. Having been provided with the
simplifications made in modeling both the electron and phonon
systems as well as in the solution techniques for solving the
phonon BTE, we are able to examine the coupled transport
physics for realistic devices while retaining valuable physical
insights into the spectral decomposition of the heat within the
device at all segments of the calculation. For each iteration, two
independent simulations are performed: one for the electron
system and the other for the phonon system. Outputs from
each simulation are fed back into the other, and the simulation
proceeds until satisfactory convergence is achieved. We find
that this method typically achieves convergence within five
iterations. The coupled simulation begins with an isothermal
(300 K) e-MC simulation whose initial conditions are given
by a drift-diffusion device simulator such as MEDICI. The
e-MC computes electron transport self-consistently with the
electric field by solving the Poisson equation at all steps across
the device grid. Net-phonon-generation rates as a function of
position and phonon frequency are gathered from the e-MC
10 The simplicity of the semiempirical methodology enables an efficient
computation of modal lifetimes by integrating the occupation number-weighted
DOS over frequency. This would enable one to perform self-consistent phonontransport studies efficiently.
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TABLE II
ENERGY AND REPRESENTATIVE WAVE VECTORS FOR FOUR DOMINANT LA + TA PHONON PAIRS WHICH A g-TYPE LO PHONON
MAY CREATE DURING SPONTANEOUS DECAY WHILE CONSERVING ENERGY AND CRYSTAL MOMENTA.

Fig. 4. Calculated lifetime for the LO phonon modes along Γ−X. The inset
shows the calculated spectral full-width at half-maximum for the R-LTO mode
calculated using (black solid) semiempirical approach and (red-dotted curve)
the DFT calculations of [31] compared with (solid blue dots) the experimental
data [37]. Note that the axis ranges for the inset are the same as that shown in
[37, Fig. 2].

and fed into the p-SFBTE portion of the code. In the latter, the
phonons are allowed to propagate in the absence of the electron
system, and only the p–p and p–i scatterings are included. The
scattering rates for the acoustic modes are determined at the
beginning of the p-SFBTE simulation using (9) of Section III.
The temperature dependence of the p–p scattering rates is
treated by using the temperature field calculated from the
classical heat diffusion equation and by taking the volumetric
power-generation rate from the e-MC simulation as the source
term. Because of a lack of experimental data, we have typically
assigned a single lifetime for all optical modes to be in the range
of 0.5–10 ps which is consistent with the Raman data and the
theoretical calculations. At the end of the p-SFBTE calculation,
an updated distribution of phonons as a function of position is
computed. This distribution of phonons is then used to compute
the electron–phonon scattering rates for the subsequent e-MC
simulation by updating the phonon occupation numbers. It can
be impractical to use separate phonon occupation numbers for
all modes and branches and for all grid points in computing
the scattering rates. Therefore, we typically compute effective
temperatures for the dominant optical f - and g-type phonons

as well as for the LA and TA branches. In all, we compute and
pass six position-dependent effective temperature vectors back
to the e-MC. These temperature vectors are then used to adjust
the scattering rates in a manner that we will discuss shortly.
Before doing so, we note that aside from the added complexity
and the reduction in computational speed, there is nothing
fundamentally preventing the use of additional temperatures
to account for the occupation of individual phonon modes or
ranges of phonon modes during the scattering-rate calculations.
The maximum scattering rate for each electron–phonon scattering type is then calculated using the corresponding maximum
effective temperature, and the simulation begins. To include the
dependence of the local phonon occupation, we then employ a
temperature-based (or rather occupation-number-based) rejection algorithm, a technique that is commonly used in the Monte
Carlo technique [8]. When an electron at a grid location ri is
chosen to scatter with a particular phonon of type j, the local
effective temperature Teﬀ,j (ri ) is compared with the maximum
effective temperature Teﬀ,j,MAX via
ηj (ri ) =

Nq,s (Teﬀ,j (ri )) + 12 ∓ 12
Nq,s (Teﬀ,j,MAX ) + 12 ∓ 12

(11)

where 0 ≤ ηj (ri ) ≤ 1. A random number X with a uniform
probability density over the unit interval [0, 1] is then generated,
and if ηj (ri ) < X, then the scattering event is allowed to take
place. Otherwise, it is rejected, and the electron continues on its
initial trajectory unperturbed, i.e., is treated as a self-scattering
event. With the phonon-generation source-term output from the
e-MC and the electron–phonon scattering rates being adjusted
to account for phonon occupation (via the effective temperature
and the rejection algorithm), the electrons and the phonons
form a closed-loop system. We now discuss the application
of this algorithm to the simulation of a simple 1-D silicon
device.
Fig. 5 shows a 1-D n+/n/n+ silicon device along with its
electrical characteristics which we have used extensively in developing the e-MC, the p-SFBTE, and the coupled-simulation
algorithms [7], [28], [42]. Although the device is infinite in
extent in the transverse plane and lacks a gate terminal, such
a device structure resembles the core of transistor structures
such as the FinFET. The band diagram along the channel is
similar to that along the channel of typical CMOS devices, particularly the DG devices where vertical (transverse) symmetry
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Fig. 6. Volumetric power-generation rate versus position within the 1-D
n+/n/n+ device. The power generation at each grid point was computed based
on (3).

Fig. 5. Electrostatic characteristics of the 1-D n+/n/n+ device simulated in
this paper. The device has three regions: two 150-nm n + (1020 cm−3 ) source
and drain regions separated by a 20-nm n-type (1016 cm−3 ) “channel.” The
doping is uniform within each region, and 1.25 nm/decade characterizes the
doping concentration rolloff between the regions. Top: (Left axis) Current
density and (right axis) peak electric field versus source–drain bias voltage.
Bottom: Electron potential energy versus position within the device for three
bias conditions.

exists. Additionally, this device structure allows us to extract
physical insight into the energy-relaxation processes which can
be applied to more sophisticated 3-D device structures.
The device consists of three regions. Two 150-nm “source/
drain” regions are doped to 1020 cm−3 and are separated by
a 20-nm lightly doped (1016 cm−3 ) “channel” region.11 For
thermal boundary conditions, the departure from equilibrium
phonon population nq,s (5) is taken to be zero for all modes
at the left and right contacts, i.e., the contacts are treated as
perfect thermal reservoirs. Furthermore, the temperature TF ,
which determines the distribution of the near-equilibrium
phonon population, is set to 300 K at both contacts, and its
spatial derivative is continuous.
Fig. 6 shows the steady-state power density generated within
the device at three different bias conditions (0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 V),
which was computed using (3) of Section II. As discussed
11 The choice of 150-nm source/drain regions was made in order to ensure
that the contacts do not significantly affect the transport near the device hotspot.

in [28], nearly all of the power generation within this device
structure occurs within the drain, which is a common characteristic for transistors operating in the quasi-ballistic transport
regime. Furthermore, the generation profile is exponentially
decaying with a characteristic length of about 20 nm which
is essentially independent of applied drain voltage. This lack
of dependence of drain voltage was attributed to the fact that
the average electron velocity, as well as the electron–phonon
scattering rates, both scale approximately as ∼(E − Eg )1/2 ,
and thus, the energy-relaxation length remains essentially constant. The peak average kinetic energy gained by the electrons
across the channel is found to be proportional to the drainto-source voltage (E − Eg ) ∼ 0.4 (eVds ) [28]. The impact
on energy-relaxation length by a fully silicided drain located
within 20 nm of the channel/drain boundary has not been
investigated. However, because of the amorphous nature of
the silicide, the scattering length is expected to be on the
order of the disorder length, which is ∼1 nm. In the case
that the fin extension is less than 20 nm, the energy-relaxation
length will likely be reduced and will be comparable to the
fin-extension length itself. This is why we make the assumption
that all of the power is dissipated in the fin extension in arriving
at the values shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 7 shows the phonon-generation spectra computed at
four positions within the drain region beginning with the peak
power-generation point. As the electron system continues to
cool deeper into the drain, the phonon emission spectrum
becomes more concentrated about the f - and g-type phonons.
The upper panel of Fig. 8 shows the profiles of the effective temperature for the entire phonon population. Near
the hotspot, the temperature is dominated by the effects of
ballistic transport, and an anomalous temperature rise is observed. Beyond about 50 nm into the drain, the temperature
profiles are predicted well by (dashed lines) the classical heat
diffusion equation. In the bottom panel of Fig. 8, we compare
the effective temperatures for the LO branch and the isolated
g-LO mode obtained by appropriately restricting the integration
in (8). From this figure, we can see how poorly an effective
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Fig. 9. Phonon distribution at peak power-generation point (r = 25 nm). The
inset shows a zoomed-in view of the optical-mode occupation as a function of
the optical phonon lifetime (τop = 0.5, 1, and 10 ps).
Fig. 7. (Left) Phonon dispersion and (right) phonon-generation spectra computed at four locations within the device for the 1-V case. The red (right-most)
curve corresponds to the location of the peak power dissipation. The remaining
curves correspond to r = 10, 20, and 30 nm displaced from the peak generation
point or hotspot within the drain.

Fig. 10. Average electron energy as a function of position for an optical
phonon lifetime of 10 ps for (dashed line) uncoupled and (solid line) fully
coupled/closed-loop simulations.

Fig. 8. (Top) Effective lattice temperature (Teﬀ ) computed using the selfconsistent e-MC/p-SFBTE method. (Bottom) Teﬀ for (solid black—b) the LO
phonon branch compared with that of (dashed black—c) the g-LO phonon for
the 1-V bias condition. The temperature computed from (solid blue—a) the
classic heat diffusion equation is also shown for reference.

LO branch temperature would describe the large departure from
equilibrium exhibited by certain individual modes within the
LO branch.

The phonon energy distribution at the peak power-generation
point in the device is shown in Fig. 9. The acoustic phonons
(< 51 meV) are well behaved in that they closely adhere to the
B–E distribution of elevated temperature Teﬀ,(LA,TA) = 343 K.
However, the optical phonons (> 51 meV) exhibit significant
departures from the B–E equilibrium distribution. Temperatures
near the zone center approach 1000 K, and the g-LO phonon
peaks at about 570 K for an optical phonon lifetime (τop ) of
10 ps. The inset of Fig. 9 shows the dependence of the phonon
distribution on the optical phonon-lifetime parameter as it is
varied from 0.5 to 10 ps. The deviation of the optical phonon
modes from the equilibrium distribution diminishes in direct
proportion to the phonon lifetime, and the B–E distribution
describes the entire phonon population well for τop < 1 ps for
the power densities simulated.
Finally, the impact on average electron energy is shown in
Fig. 10. The average energy increases in both the source and
drain regions, but there is little effect in the channel region,
which is a result of the near-ballistic transport across the
channel. Furthermore, despite an appreciable temperature rise
within the device, it is found that the device current is reduced
by only about 1% at 1 V. The reduction in drive current is
attributed to an increase in the drain scattering, which leads to
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a slight increase in the channel barrier height and, ultimately, a
reduction in the electron source injection rate. Although we did
not include it here, boundary scattering would play an important
role in determining the near-equilibrium phonon temperature
TF for a thin-body device such as the FinFET. The effective
thermal conductivity for a 22-nm thin film of undoped singlecrystalline silicon was measured to be only 20 Wm−1 K−1 near
room temperature, about an order of magnitude lower than
the bulk-undoped value of 148 Wm−1 K−1 which was used
in this paper. A 10-nm film is expected to be reduced to just
13 Wm−1 K−1 [43] as the conductivity scales approximately as
δ = ds /Λb [20], where ds is the film thickness, and Λb is the
bulk phonon mean-free-path (∼100 nm). The consequences of
the thermal boundary scattering for ultrathin-body silicon and
germanium devices were recently discussed by Pop et al. [43].
Reductions in the effective thermal conductivity for the silicon
layer in quasi-1-D devices, such as FinFETs, are expected to be
even more severe than the 2-D films.
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss some of the consequences of
nanoscale and nonequilibrium transport which were discussed
in detail within the previous three sections on leading edge
and future thin-body silicon FET devices. First, we address
the origins of what various researchers have referred to as the
“size effect” of the heat-generation source in bulk materials.12
For realistic materials, there may be an increase in a local
temperature, as we have defined in (8), relative to the temperature field which would be calculated using diffusive-conduction
equations, i.e., Fourier’s law. This was quite evident in Fig. 8
for the 1-D device. This rise in effective temperature is the
consequence of a skewed phonon distribution near the heatgeneration source (Fig. 10) which tends to favor higher energy
modes (with lower group velocities) at high power densities.
The additional thermal resistance, which leads to this increased
temperature rise near the source, is directly related to the
energy-relaxation processes between the optical and acoustic
phonons, as discussed in Section III. This additional thermal
resistance disappears with a vanishing optical phonon lifetime,
and the size of the source does not dictate the magnitude of the
anomalous temperature rise, unlike what has been hypothesized
[19], [44], [45].
The anomalous increase in the effective temperature within the first 20–50 nm of the channel/drain boundary acts to
reduce the device current and may have an appreciable impact
on the reliability of the transistor. Despite the ballistic nature of
nanometer-scale devices, the drain and the source are still electrically coupled. To maintain current continuity, the potential
barrier seen by the source electrons will increase in the presence
of increased scattering in the drain which acts to reduce the
source injection rate. In contrast, an anomalous temperature
rise at the source-channel boundary acts to increase the electron
12 We wish not to confuse this topic with the “size effect” associated with the
boundary scattering in low-dimensional semiconductors. To be clear, we are
talking about an infinite medium in which the heat source is much smaller than
the mean-free-path.
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injection rate. For the device studied in Section IV, we observed
a reduction in the drive current by about 1%, which is a rather
weak effect. Although direct evidence of an anomalous increase
in the device temperature is lacking, there are some preliminary
indications that transistor reliability may be impacted by the
effects of the nonequilibrium phonon populations [46].
Steady-state leakage currents are not expected to be influenced by the nonequilibrium effects. This is because the applied
voltage across the channel, which is essential for initiating the
nonequilibrium phonon population in the first place, vanishes
once a switching event has taken place over the course of a
few picoseconds. However, the short-circuit leakage current,
which arises during the brief fraction of a logic gate switching
event in which both the pull-up and the pull-down devices
are simultaneously conducting, could conceivably lead to a
situation where the leakage currents are temporarily enhanced
by the nonequilibrium phonons in the source(s) of the NMOS
device(s). Take for example a standard CMOS inverter. A nonequilibrium population of phonons could be generated within
the NMOS device as the PMOS device is being turned on,
and the short-circuit current dissipates energy in both devices.
Now, with the drain voltage at the positive supply rail after
the switching event is complete, there remains a driving force
for the drain–source leakage current of the NMOS transistor.
The time for these nonequilibrium populations to decay would
be comparable with the optical phonon decay time < 5 ps. In
theory, an elevated phonon population in the drain could be observed through a time-resolved near-field Raman spectroscopy
measurement with the local substrate removed. Additionally,
if the timing jitter of quantum-limited near-IR single photon
detectors could ever be reduced to subpicosecond levels, a measurement of the near-IR light emission strength of an NMOS
transistor in a CMOS pair, which is directly proportional to
the leakage current, could be used to measure the increase of
a nonequilibrium phonon population near the source injection
point [47].
Highly nonequilibrium optical phonon populations have the
potential to significantly impact the electrical transport and
impede the thermal conduction near the hotspot. The effects of
hot optical phonons have been widely observed in III–V semiconductor devices through the observation of extended energyrelaxation times in ultrafast optical measurements [48] as well
as through the excess noise at microwave frequencies [49].
Recently, negative differential conductance in suspended twoterminal, metallic, and single-wall carbon-nanotube devices
was attributed to the hot optical phonons [50]. There, it was
postulated that the optical phonon lifetime was significantly
enhanced by lack of a substrate. A large population of the
nonequilibrium optical phonons in the drain of a transistor may
cause the energy-relaxation length to extend beyond the 20-nm
characteristic length calculated in this paper. Furthermore, the
increased scattering rate would lead to a marked reduction
in mobility in the drain and perhaps even lead to negative
conductance effects. In order for these types of effects to take
place, the optical phonon occupation numbers need to be comparable to or larger than unity such that the absorption processes
are comparable to the emission processes. As discussed in
Section III, the g-LO phonon has been flagged as a good
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heating term as max{Qballistic } ∼ max{ J · E}/γ, where γ
can be taken to be ∼2–3 [28]. By assuming that the current


density is given by | J | ∼ β/Lg µA/nm2 , where the magnitude of β is equivalent to the number of gate electrodes
(also, ∼2–3) times 1 µA/nm, we arrive at an expression for


Fig. 11. Excess occupation number for the g-type longitudinal-optical (g-LO)
phonon as a function of volumetric power density as calculated for (upper
dashed-line data set) a uniform power generation and as calculated at (lower
solid-line data set) the peak power-generation point in the 1-D device.

indicator for hot phonons in silicon. A simple expression for
the excess occupation number, which is derived from a single
mode rate equation, is given by
ng−LO ≈

Qg−LO τg−LO
ωg−LO g(ωg−LO )∆ω

(12)

where Qg-LO is the volumetric power being transferred to the
g-LO phonon by the electrons in the spectral width ∆ω, and
τg−LO is the modal relaxation time, which is estimated to be
about 5 ps at room temperature. This expression is valid only
under homogeneous power-generation conditions and tends to
be an overestimate of the population by a factor of about two.
Fig. 11 shows the excess occupation number for the g-LO mode
as a function of the volumetric power density for bulk silicon
as well as at the hotspot of the 1-D device of Section IV. We
find that the excess occupation number increases approximately
3/4
as ng−LO ∼ 1 × 10−10 Qtot , where Qtot is the total volumetric power density measured in watts per cubic centimeter.
By reducing this number by a factor of 1/2 to account for
nonuniform heat generation, we find that the nonequilibrium
occupation number will reach unity for a power density of
about 20 TW/cm3 . This assumes that the phonon lifetime does
not decrease with an increasing power density. If we assume
that the phonon lifetime is reduced to subpicosecond levels at
high power densities, as some recent experimental work has
indicated it as may be likely [51], then the critical power density
would exceed 200 TW/cm3 . According to our estimates in
Fig. 1, this level is just beyond the projected power density for
well-behaved end-of-the-roadmap FinFET devices. Since the
transistor volumetric power density is sensitive to the fin (body)
thickness, statistical process variations may cause a significant
fraction of the transistors across a chip to cross into the regime
where nonequilibrium heating plays a significant role in the
electrical transport. This may lead to an enhancement in the
variation of performance across die and wafer. In addition to
a critical volumetric power density, we can estimate a critical
electric field by relating the peak power density for ballistic
transport to the peak power density given by the classical Joule

the critical electric field | E |crit ∼ (γ/β) max{Qballistic } · Lg .
For a 10-nm device, a critical power density of 200 TW/cm3
would correspond to a peak electric field of about 20 MV/cm,
which is about 40× the field strength associated with dielectric
breakdown in silicon.
Finally, we address the consequences of our choice in using
a simplified analytic NPB model. As we mentioned briefly
in Section II, the intervalley deformation potentials used in
this paper are about twice the values computed using the
FB models [12], [16]. This is despite the fact that the NPB
model reproduces the electron DOS reasonably well up to about
1.5 eV. Fischetti and Laux [12] attributed the smaller deformation potentials of the FB model to the ability of the electron
population to reach a lower energy configuration through equivalent valley repopulation by means of an enhanced contribution
from Bloch oscillation, which the NPB model fails to describe
adequately. By using the NPB model, it was shown that the ratio
of energy being dissipated by the optical and acoustic phonon
modes is ∼2 : 1 [17]. However, the FB MC codes have shown
the reverse ratio of ∼1:2. To account for the deficiencies of
the NPB model, we can somewhat crudely add an additional
factor of 1/2 to (12) and increase the estimates for the onset
of the hot optical phonons to the power densities approaching
500 TW/cm3 . The FB calculations would undoubtedly improve
the accuracy of these estimates, but they should not change
one of the more important conclusions of this paper, that hot
optical phonons are unlikely to play a significant role in the
electrical behavior of well-behaved silicon devices described
by the existing technology roadmap.

VI. CONCLUSION
Transistor designs over the next decade will feature confined
geometries with increasing surface-to-volume ratios and rising volumetric power densities. Thermal conductance within
the transistor will be dramatically reduced due to increased
surface scattering and by the confinement of intrinsically
low-conductivity materials. Furthermore, thermal boundary
resistance at interfaces between dissimilar materials, including
Si and SiGe alloys, will lead to higher junction temperatures
and, therefore, higher leakage currents than what may be expected. Reliability will be impacted by the increase in junction
temperatures caused by lower thermal conductance and may
also be influenced by the nonequilibrium optical phonons in
the drain. Mobility reduction due to hot optical phonons does
not seem to be a major threat to the near-term evolution of
CMOS technology. However, this assessment only stands for
well-behaved devices operating under ideal conditions through
the end of the current roadmap. In some analog or high-power
applications, the hot phonons could play a major role. Based
on this work, we estimate that the hot phonon effects will
not play a significant role for power densities below about
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100 TW/cm3 for silicon-based devices if we consider optical
phonon lifetimes to reduce below 1 ps under typical operating
conditions. For silicon-based quantum-well devices, the models
used in this paper will need to be modified appropriately, and
the issue of hot phonons will need to be reevaluated. Our conclusions are largely dependent on the optical phonon-lifetime
parameter. Therefore, experimental validation of the optical
phonon lifetimes for realistic device conditions is essential.
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